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DID rouK.NOW? Everyday
at Hellgate, llle~·e a1·e nutltiple
club nreetings.
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KNIGHTCLUBS
Many students complain
about not having enough
representation at school,
but few actually work to
change this. For her senior project, junior Stella
. Shannon is creating the

Knights Inspiring
Noble Deeds (KIND)
club a "subdivision of
what student government

is doing." Shannon would
like to see more student
involvement overall than
she sees in student government, a group that requires
a large time commitment.
She explained, "I want this
to be a safe place where
students can bring concerns
and ideas to share." Shannon would like KIND to be
a low budget club, so less
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time will be spent on fundraising and more time will
be spent on projects the student are interested in doing.
"We can work on service
projects, but like in Student
Government, we're going
to say 'What do we want to
do this month?"' Students
interested in KIND should
go to Ms. Hixson's room on
Wednesdays at lunch.
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The Robotics Team works with a robot
they built. (Photo by Dan Hawthorne)

KIND members Brenna Saffel , Stella Shannon, and
Hailey Jacobson are excited at KIND's first meeting.·
(Photo by Sadie Palmatier)

The Robotics club is a combination of about ten students and ten mentors, all from the three high
schools in Missoula. The robotics club normally meets every Wednesday from 4-6 at Sentinel High School,
but as it is officially building season, they're meeting every day, and are even starting to meet on Sundays.
Brian Hoover, one of the team's mentors and a drafting teacher at Hellgate, said, "The students are hardworking, and a great group Each year, the First Robotics Competition (FRC) comes up with a competition
that challenges students to build a robot that is able to complete a certain challenge. One year it was kicking a soccer ball into a goal, another year was shooting hoops with a basketball. This year however, the
robots must be able to pick-up and throw a Frisbee through a window. This competition is entirely pointbased but requires tons of strategy and focus.
·
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Hellgate's aspiring business people get to
shine both when running the school store at
lunch and 10 minute break, and in regional
and national competitions. Business
Professionals of America (BPA) is
led by junior president Kyle Thompson and
advisor Beth Huguet. Bookkeeper, senior,
Jourdan Schatz joined freshman y.ear when
Huguet recruited her from pre-accounting.
Schatz said the best part of being a BPA

member is "learning how a real business
runs- we have meetings and a president and
vice president." Store manager, junior, Katie Wills is excited for nationals in Orlando,.
Florida. "Last year, one Hellgate student
went to nationals and three students qualified," said Wills, wpo will be competing in
her first competitions this year. BPA meets
once a month on Wednesdays in room 120.
BPA meets in Room 120 and runs the Knight Knaak
next door. (Photo by Dan Hawthorne)

